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With the combined power of SMART solutions and Microsoft Lync, meeting
participants can experience connected collaboration and rich interactivity – even
if people are in different locations. The connector for Lync brings together the
Microsoft Lync unified communications platform, SMART’s interactive displays
and SMART Meeting Pro software.

Capture notes

Easy whiteboarding

Save digital notes into any application
and then send them out instantly.
You’ll have a comprehensive record
of your meeting.

Infinite collaboration space and quick
access to tools like an image gallery,
handwriting-to-text converter and a
shape creator.

Familiar Lync features
Use Microsoft Lync
features you already
know, including the
conversation window,
Lync tool bar and
stage area.

SMART Meeting Pro toolbar
Think of it as your control center.
This is where you can switch from
whiteboarding to interacting with
applications and websites.

Digital ink
Write in digital ink on the
whiteboarding space, or over any
application, document or web page.

Key Features
Familiar Lync features
Use Microsoft Lync features you already know, including
the conversation window, Lync tool bar and stage area.

Capture notes
Save digital notes into any application and then send
them out instantly. You’ll have a comprehensive record of
your meeting.

Digital ink
Write in digital ink on the whiteboarding space, or over
any application, document or web page. You and your
remote colleagues can make notes for everyone to see in
real time. Then save them in the native file format.

SMART Meeting Pro toolbar
Think of it as your control center. This is where you can
switch from whiteboarding to interacting with applications
and websites.

Easy whiteboarding
Now it’s digital, so it’s infinite. Plus, you have
whiteboarding tools like an image gallery, handwriting-totext converter and a shape creator.

Meeting start-up
To begin a meeting, just log in. SMART Meeting Pro
and Lync load automatically, and your meeting details
appear onscreen.
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